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BACKPACKING

NEW

LEVITY

A synergy of pioneering
materials and design,
Levity creates a new pinnacle
in ultralight ventilated packs.

BACKSYSTEM
AirSpeed™ trampoline
suspended mesh backsystem

FABRICS
NanoFly™ 210D HT Nylon
with UHMWPE Ripstop
(Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene)

SPRING 18

Levity 60
KEY FEATURES
AirSpeed™ trampoline suspended
mesh backsystem

NEW

Levity 45

UNISEX

NEW

UNISEX

Size

Colour

SKU

Size

Colour

SKU

S
M
L

Parallax Silver
Parallax Silver
Parallax Silver

514501
514502
514503

S
M
L

Parallax Silver
Parallax Silver
Parallax Silver

514601
514602
514603

ExoForm™ mesh hipbelt and harness
Dual access fabric side pockets
with InsideOut™ compression cord
Top lid pocket
Removable side compression cords
Bellowed front fabric pocket
Internal hydration sleeve
Sternum strap with emergency whistle
Top lid access
Cord tie off points

Pack

Size

Litres

Kg

Internal compression strap system

Levity 60
Levity 45

S|M|L
S|M|L

57 | 60 | 63
42 | 45 | 48

0.845 | 0.850 | 0.855
0.805 | 0.810 | 0.815
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Backsystems explained
Pack featured Aether

Yoke

Hydration slot

Adjustable torso

Load lifters

Harness

Sternum strap

Backpanel

Stow-on-the-GoTM

Hipbelt

Isoform CM Hipbelt

Hipbelt webbing

Lumbar padding

Frame/Framesheet

Hipbelt pockets

Women’s Fit
Designed for Women.

Our women’s packs all feature a back system
that has been specifically designed to provide
an optimum fit for a female body, offering
unparalleled levels of comfort and support.
1
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Narrower Shoulder Width
The shoulder harness is specifically proportioned and
designed with varying padding thickness to create an
anatomical fit for a woman’s neck, shoulder and chest.
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Ergonomically Shaped Harness
Ergonomically shaped harness is contoured to
sit around the side of the body, creating a more
comfortable women’s specific fit.
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Shorter Torso Length
The pack’s designed to be shorter, narrower and with
added depth in the right places to allow greater freedom
of movement and stabilisation.
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Specially Designed Hipbelt
We sculpt and angle our hipbelts to better suit a
female hip shape for optimal support. The conical
design sits comfortably and prevents rubbing on
the ribs or thigh.
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Backsystem Types

AG ANTIGRAVITYTM 3D
Using our peripheral suspension design
this lightweight, body contouring, three
dimensional suspension literally allows
the wearer to move as if they don’t have a
pack on. Seamless suspended mesh from
the shoulder blades to the lumbar and even
into the hipbelt region disperses and balances
the load like nothing ever has before.

AIRSPEEDTM
Using our peripheral suspension
design this lightweight, three
dimensional suspension eliminates
foam and backpanel materials and
replaces it with lightweight suspended
mesh. Three dimensionally shaped
to allow maximum airflow and optimal
tension and load carry sets us apart from
other tensioned mesh backpacks.

AIRSCAPETM
Our AirScape™ mesh-covered ridge
foam backpanels sets a new standard
in the industry. With its ability to keep
the weight close, provide cushion, allow
ventilation and add load carry is quite a list
of needs from this unassuming backpanel.
It successfully accomplished all of that in
a way that allows it to be used in the large
gear hauling packs and our lightweight
day hiking packs.

